RESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Directions and Concepts for '82

AIA derives its strength from the concern, support and participation of its members. Good leadership is the obligation of those entrusted, much has been accomplished, but there remains much to do. AIA, like other service organizations, is not static. It derives its mania from both external and internal forces. The external tends to be reactive, the internal contemplative.

As our world changes, so does AIA. I should like to see AIA continue its leadership role in influencing those issues which concern architects and the built environment. For example, two recent issues very much in the news these days, the 1992 World air and AIA's position on the 3rd Loop Redevelopment, were both spawned within our local AIA.

Increased participation by the members is a continuing goal for 1982. The more involved we become, the more effective we will be. Toward this end, the Chicago Chapter will hold a general meeting of the membership on January 20 from 5:30 to 8:30 PM. The purpose of this meeting will be to give membership the opportunity to help identify issues that the Chapter will pursue, to evaluate the effectiveness of the existing committee structure and to enlist support from the membership in specific areas.

I do not propose to abandon the committee structure, but I believe that effective committees are born of relevant issues. I am concerned that certain of the standing committees wander somewhat aimlessly from year to year without specific goals, except perhaps social. The committee structure should be retained in a minimal sense with a chairman, in order to be able to refer any given matter to an appropriate committee for study and recommendation. Their level of activity will then be proportional to the issues confronting them.

An alternative which we should consider is a task force concept grouped around issues - issues which are timely, important and of specific duration. Officers or directors should chair such efforts and participation will be drawn from the membership at large as particular interests dictate. I cannot help but recall how effectively this worked for the World's Fair. That task force met many Saturday mornings during that period at 9:00 AM and were always very well attended. I saw members that I had not seen before, nor since.

Some issues for 1982 which will be considered at the January 20th meeting are: the proposed comprehensive plan for Chicago; a renewed legislative effort on the Illinois Scaffolding Act; the 125th Anniversary Celebration of National AIA and a proposed membership drive in connection there with; new work development (everyone's concern); design awards program; intern development; and computer applications within the architects' office. There are others, I am sure.

Please come on January 20. Participate! Help us to help you, particularly the new and younger members. This is your opportunity to contribute or to criticize. The result should benefit all of us. A social period with refreshments will follow the meeting.

Don Hackl, AIA

NEW MEMBER WELCOME

The Chicago Chapter welcomes the following members into the Institute and the Chapter.

MEMBER

Jeffrey Case (Upgrade)
Ellen R. Galland
Miomir B. Nikich
Michael J. Leary
Dario Tainer
Jack Tapiola
Dana G. Terp (Upgrade)

ASSOCIATE

Kenneth P. Baker
Jeri K. Bucey
Joseph G. Burns
James B. Christerson
Barry M. Harrison
Garo Kholamian
William Leung
Edwin D. Wilson

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATE

Howard Zweig

Applications for membership have been received from Peter J. Magill-SOM, Lawrence P. Basil-Lawrence P. Basil & Assoc., Inc., Kestas A. Paloloni U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development, Albert Nemoede; for Associate, applications have been received from Royal V. Kunze-B+A Engineers, Ltd.

Please direct confidential correspondence regarding these applications to any member of the Board of Directors.
On Tuesday January 19, 1982 at 5:30 P.M. the Design Committee is sponsoring a workshop on housing projects currently being designed by members. If you have a project we'd like to include it. All types of housing from single family remodeling to highrise apartment buildings will be on view. Presentation of drawings will be brief and informal discussion will follow. Several members of the Design Committee will each show a current project. Come, show your work, see what other members are doing, and join in the dialogue. Call Cynthia Weese at 642-1820 if you'd like to bring a project.

TUESDAY JANUARY 19, 1982
5:30 P.M.
CHAPTER CONFERENCE ROOM
WINE AND CHEESE
MONADNOCK BUILDING, 53 WEST JACKSON SUITE 346 (SOUTH ELEVATORS)

The fee for all five seminars is $20, which includes continental breakfast. Registration should be received in the Chapter office by noon the day before each seminar ($5 each) or you may register at $20 for the entire series. Please note that the price is lower than quoted in the flyer last month.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The location for the seminars has been changed to the Chicago Bar Association, 29 S. LaSalle, 11th floor.

Housing Committee to Establish '82 Plans

1982 Housing Committee Chairmen, John Nelson, requests the presence of all members interested in participating in a planning session to establish directions for 1982. The meeting will be held Jan. 20, Noon at the Chapter.

From the Documents Desk

New price lists for AIA contracts and publications will be available after the first of the year and will reflect price increases on AIA documents and publications. Contracts will increase an average of 5%, and books an average of 10%. Increases are necessary because of the increase in postage, printing and shipping.

New AIA publications that are available:

A512 - An addition to A511 (1980). No charge. The purpose of A511 is to point out the kinds of additional information most frequently required of owners when using A201. A512 includes the recent warnings about property insurance and the new Federal Bankruptcy Law.

(cont'd. p.3, col.1)
FOR:
- Home Builders
- Architects
- Civil Engineers
- Planners
- Landscape Architects
- Attorneys
- Financial Analysts
- Public Officials

All attendees will be eligible to receive 0165CEU credits from the American Society of Civil Engineers.

STEERING COMMITTEE
Rod E. Engelen, APA, Chairman
Ben Hutto, HBAGC
John Mackie, ASCE
Bruce Heckman, APA
Dennis Probst, AIA
Jerome D. Stone, HBAGC
Robert Zolomij, ASLA
Bill Lorek, ASCE
Ken Dobbs, APA

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 South Cass Avenue
Building 362/ZGS  972-5755

Stop at Visitors' Center to obtain pass and directions.
Non-U.S. citizens must be registered one week in advance.

SOLAR ENERGY FOR HOUSING

Problems and Solutions in Northern Illinois

An Interprofessional Workshop

Wednesday, February 3, 1982
Argonne National Laboratory

Sponsors:
- American Planning Association, Chicago Section, Energy Committee
- Home Builders Association of Greater Chicago
- American Society of Civil Engineers, Urban Planning and Development Division, Illinois Section
- American Society of Landscape Architects
- American Institute of Architects
- U.S. Department of Energy, Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago Operations Office, CFEB/Energy Committee, and Association of Energy Engineers
Yes, I and others will attend the SOLAR ENERGY FOR HOUSING seminar on February 3, 1982 at the Argonne National Laboratory.


NAME(s)
ORGANIZATION
AFFILIATION
PHONE
ADDRESS

SUMMARY AND CLOSE
4:00-4:15 P.M.

Check for $25 per person; $30 after January 24.
Check in at Information Center and get Registration and Program.
Get acquainted.
Introduction/Overview.

7:30-8:30 A.M.

Questions and How We Solve Them.
9:00-9:45 A.M.
The Dollars and Sense of Solar.

The Problems and How We Solve Them.
10:00-12:15 P.M.

1:30-3:00 P.M.

Lunch.

Instruction/Overview.

8:30-9:00 A.M.

Speaker.

2:15-4:00 P.M.

Affiliation

I HBA GC
I ASCE
EAPA
EAIP
EAIA
I Other

NAME(s)
ORGANIZATION
AFFILIATION
PHONE
ADDRESS

MAIL IN FOR REGISTRATION TO: American Planning Association, c/o Marilyn McNaughton, Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., 820 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201 (312) 491-1000.
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TIME FLIES

The Interior Architecture Committee will sponsor the Third Annual Interior Architecture wards program this spring. Entry forms will be mailed to all AIA members in February. Begin planning plans to enter.

381 ANNUAL OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE AVAILABLE

A comprehensive collection of out-of-print buildings, including twice The American Institute of Architects and the American Architecture 381.

The 164-page hardbound volume, containing the core of the IA Journal's mid-May review of new American architecture, vividly illustrates the current state-of-the-art in U.S. design. Nearly 100 buildings, selected by journal editors and architects, are featured and analyzed in the cover story comprehensible to architects and laymen alike.

In addition, the book contains isions of some of America's noted architects and critics. Copies are available from AIA publications fulfillment, 1735 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington 0006. Catalog #26731, $20 for members. Checks payable to AIA must accompany each order.

SEMINARS

"Professional Services Markets: The Users View of the Future" - Conducted by Chicago-area Chapter of Society for Marketing Professional Services (SMPS). A one-day conference on 1982 market trends in architectural, engineering, construction management, and related fields. The keynote speaker for the day is Richard Kathley, V.P. of Real Estate Research Corp. in Chicago, with representatives from well-known owner firms in five markets. Fee, including lunch, $125 for members (SMPS). Registration: 8:00 AM, January 27 (day of seminar). Reservations: Dale Jones, 372-7636 or Ann Olszewicz, 365-1212.


First Metropolitan Chicago State of the Area Conference - Sponsored by Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry. Key area researchers & planners will discuss county-by-county investments, developments & planning that will affect metropolitan area over the next five years. Friday, Jan. 8, Palmer House, 9:00 AM to 3:15 PM. Registration: 8:30 AM. Fee: Non-member (CACI) $40. Call 786-0111.

Rehab-Renovation-Recycling - Sponsored by CACI. Rehab Renaissance, Economics of Revitalization, Incentives, Financing, Tax Benefits and Rehab Case Studies will be covered. Friday, Jan. 29, 9:00 AM - 3:15 PM. Registration: 8:30 AM. Fee: Non-member (CACI), $40. Call 786-0111.


Reservations & brochures, call free in Illinois, 800/252-8062.

The ASID is sponsoring a program to prepare for the NCID2 exam. For information contact Jill Jarom, 579-9106.
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